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What does word 

collaboration 

mean? 



Collaboration is all about bringing 
people together from different 
departments, locations, and teams, then 
focusing their efforts on a common goal. 



TEAMWORK = COLLABORATION? 









1. Make a group of 5-7 people. 



2. You will have 5 minutes 
to brainstorm.  



3. When I raise my hand, that 
means the time is over, so 
you raise your hands as well, 
keeping silent. 



4. Let’s try. 



Topic for brainstorming: 
What items/features does 

collaboration include?  





Time is over 
Let’s sum up 







+ Mutual respect 
+ Compromising skill 
+ Right leaders 
+ Engaged employees 



+ Conflict management 
+ Reliability 
+ Room for mistakes and praise 
+ Keep the same team for long 
time 





Do we need team-
buildings to achieve the 

highest team performance 
and collaboration? 





Paradoxically:  To work 
effectively together you 
must WORK together 
effectively for some 
period. It is not about 
entertainment activities. 





1. We need four teams  
(10 people in each) 



2. We will have 3 sprints. 



3. 1 sprint = 5 min. 
1 retro = 5 min. 

 
What is the final goal of a 

sprint? 



4. You will have a picture your 
team must reproduce using 
WRITTEN instructions ONLY. 



5. The roles in the team are: 
2 creators 

3 BAs 
1 manager 

4 observers/advisors 
 



6. Manager defines other 
roles, he/she can change the 

roles after the 1st sprint  
+ other manager’s tasks. 



7. BAs write the description of 
the picture they have received.  
NO PHOTOS, IMAGES, VOICE, 

CALLS are allowed. 
+ other BAs’ tasks 



8. Creators following the BAs’ 
instructions must create the 

picture. 



9. Observers/advisors watch 
the process and after each 
sprint the team will have a 

retrospective where they must 
share some ideas how to 

improve the process. 



10. Goal: your picture = my 
picture in the end of the sprint. 



11. During the sprint:  
Locations for BAs, creators, 

manager, observers/advisors. 



Questions? 







Summary 



Questions? 




